Benefits

- Maximized manufacturing throughput
- Improved quality and availability of service
- Increased scalability and flexibility of LIMS solutions
- Reduced cost of LIMS support
- Increased leveraging and standardization

Organizations today operate in a dynamic environment. They need to be able to respond quickly and efficiently to new opportunities and threats.

That’s why it’s important to choose a partner who understands manufacturing and can respond to your needs. Our unique and flexible approach to partnership adds value to your business by creating a competitive advantage and improving service delivery to your clients.

Increased competition and market pressures are forcing manufacturing plants to reduce costs and increase efficiencies. Streamlining processes and improving access to data are essential to sustained business growth and increased effectiveness within manufacturing facilities. CSC's Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS) solution helps improve quality and efficiency, reducing costs and delivering maximized value.

CSC's comprehensive approach to providing holistic manufacturing solutions includes offerings specifically designed for quality plant laboratories. These solutions enable you to integrate your laboratory processes and data for faster, more effective response to dynamic customer needs.

Installing LIMS provides the necessary tools enabling you to reduce manufacturing costs associated with laboratory procedures. By decreasing sample turnaround times, increasing laboratory productivity and reducing support costs, CSC’s LIMS solution delivers the results needed to improve your manufacturing capabilities.

Our team of manufacturing specialists design and implement end-to-end solutions that provide a range of LIMS services including consulting, implementation, upgrades, instrument integration, application integration and around-the-clock support.

Combining our in-depth knowledge of manufacturing with our experience in laboratory systems, CSC provides an innovative solution designed to meet the challenges faced at your manufacturing plant. CSC also provides services that support the LIMS environment, such as regulatory compliance, audit preparedness, testing and validation, and business reporting tools.
Service Components

CSC Manufacturing Solutions deliver results to improve your manufacturing facilities. The following features and benefits ensure that your plant receives maximum value from your investment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>BENEFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| LIMS Business Process and Life Cycle Software Management | • Streamlined processes  
• Improved productivity  
• Reduce working capital  
• Enforcement of regulatory guidelines and audit preparedness  
• Accelerated package-selection methodology  
• On-time and in-budget solutions  
• Single source for LIMS installations upgrades and support |
| SLA-based Scalable 24-Hour-a-Day, Seven-Day-a-Week LIMS Support | • Service Level Agreement (SLA) based support maximizes LIMS uptime to support continuous production  
• Minimized global support costs  
• Improved quality of service |
| Integration of LIMS to Other Plant Applications | • Reduced custom solution costs for LIMS packages and application interfaces  
• Elimination of reliance on legacy systems and associated support costs  
• Elimination of redundant data that can compromise data integrity |
| Dedicated LIMS Specialists | • In-depth knowledge of laboratory and manufacturing operations including application and database support |

About CSC

The mission of CSC is to be a global leader in providing technology-enabled business solutions and services.

With the broadest range of capabilities, CSC offers clients the solutions they need to manage complexity, focus on core businesses, collaborate with partners and clients, and improve operations.

CSC makes a special point of understanding its clients and provides experts with real-world experience to work with them. CSC is vendor-independent, delivering solutions that best meet each client’s unique requirements.

For 50 years, clients in industries and governments worldwide have trusted CSC with their business process and information systems outsourcing, systems integration and consulting needs.

The company trades on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “CSC.”

For more than 50 years, CSC has been a world leader in providing our clients with comprehensive business solutions that deliver strategic value and operational results. Through consulting, systems integration and outsourcing, CSC delivers reliable solutions that are both scalable and cost-effective.

For more information on quality operations, please visit www.csc.com/quality_operations or contact us at poweryourperformance@csc.com or +1.800.272.0018.